Over the last five years significant advances have been made in methodologies to analyse the fault tree diagram. The most successful of these developments has been the Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) approach. The Binary Decision Diagram approach has been shown to improve both the efficiency of determining the minimal cut sets of the fault tree ancl also the accuracy of the calculation procedure used to determine the top event parameters. The BDD technique povides a potential alternative to the traditional approaches based on Kinetic Tree Theory.
Over the last five years significant advances have been made in methodologies to analyse the fault tree diagram. The most successful of these developments has been the Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) approach. The Binary Decision Diagram approach has been shown to improve both the efficiency of determining the minimal cut sets of the fault tree ancl also the accuracy of the calculation procedure used to determine the top event parameters. The BDD technique povides a potential alternative to the traditional approaches based on Kinetic Tree Theory.
To utilise the Binary Decision Diagram approach the fault tree structure is first converted to the BDD format. This conversion can be accomplished efficiently but requires the basic events in the fault tree to be placed in an ordering. A poor ordering can result in a Binary Decision Diagram which is not an efficient representation of the fault tree logic structure. The advantages to be gained by utilising the BDD technique rely on the efficiency of the ordering scheme. Alternative ordering schemes have been investigated and no one scheme is appropriate for every tree structure. Research to date has not found any rule based means of determining the best way of ordering basic events for a given fault tree structure.
The work presented in this paper takes a machine learning approach based on Genetic Algorithms to select the most appropriate ordering scheme. Features which describe a fault tree structure have been identified and these provide the inputs to the machine learning algorithm. A set of possible ordering schemes has been selected based on previous heuristic work. The objective of the work detailed in the pap:r is to predict the most efficient of the possible ordering alternatives from parameters which describe a fault tree structure.
1, INTRODUCTION
Since the development of Kinetic Tree Theory by Vesely in the early 1 9 7 0 '~~ this technique has provided the basis for the methods used to analyse fault trees. Over the past five years an alternative technique know as the Binar
The BDD method has the advantages that it is more accurate than the conventional approaches and that it is also more efficient. In calculating the system or top event parameters it does not need to first evaluate all the minimal cut sets, nor does it require the use of approximations, the exact calculations can be performed.
To take advantage of these features the fault tree constructed to represent causes of the system failure mode must first be converted to a BDD.
This can be accomplished very efficiently but requires that the basic events in the fault tree are placed in an order. A good ordering of the basic events can result in a very efficient analysis, a poor ordering can lead to problems.
Several research papers have been published which investigate different ordering strategies for the fault trees8-9. As yet no rule-based approach to identifying an ordering scheme which yields an efficient ordering for each tree has been produced. It is the inability to obtain an efficient ordering of the fault tree basic events which has to date prevented a commercially available code being produced which is based on this method. This paper presents a means of producing an ordering which is based on a classifier system where the rules are evolved using a genetic algorithm.
Decision Diagram (BDD) method has been developed 2-!
BINARY DECISION DIAGRAMS
A BDD is a directed acyclic graph, Figure 1 . All paths through the BDD terminate in one of two states: either a '1' state, which corresponds to top event occurrence, or a '0' state which corresponds to top event non-occurrence. A BDD is composed of terminal and non-terminal vertices, which are connected by branches. Terminal vertices have the value 0 or 1 and the non-terminal vertices correspond to the basic events in the fault tree.
Each non-terminal vertex has a 0 branch, which represents the basic event Every path through the BDD starts from the root vertex, and proceeds down through the diagram to a terminal vertex. Paths which terminate at a 1 vertex yield the cut sets. The events contained in each cut set are determined by the nodes whose 1 branch is included on the path to a terminal 1 vertex. 
BASIC EVENT ORDERING SCHEMES
The order in which the basic events are considered will affect the size of the BDD constructed from the fault tree. An inefficient ordering scheme will make the BDD very large and produce many paths through the structure which correspond to non-minimal cut sets. Alternative ordering schemes will produce BDD's of different sizes, the smaller the BDD the more optimal the diagram. The objective would be to produce an ordering scheme which achieves the 'best' BDD. It has been shown9 that there is no one scheme which will always guarantee the 'best' BDD formation for all fault trees and the most appropriate scheme must be selected depending on the characteristics of the fault tree under analysis.
PATTERN RECOGNITION APPROACHES
The objective of this paper is to use some pattern recognition technique which can identify the appropriate scheme for ordering the fault tree variables. There are alternatives which include classifier systemslO, Etr1, neural networks12, Bayesian methods and Fuzzy Logic 13. There is no way to determine which of these would be the most effective to apply to the ordering problem. As such the first one, the classifier system, has been selected and investigated in this paper.
CLASSIFIER MODEL
A classifier system is a machine learning system that learns syntactically simple string rules (called classifiers) to guide its performance". A classifier system, depicted schematically in Figure 2 , consists of three main components:
1) Rule and message system; 2) Apportionment of credit system; 3) Rule/message generation system. Input messages are posted to the message list where they %re checked for matches within the classifier store. In the case of more than one match the winning classifier is decided by a bidding process in the apportionment of credit system. Once a winning classifier has been found, this then posts its message to the message list, and the process is repeated until an eventual winner is found. The final classifier selected by the process then produces an output.
The Rule and Message System
The rule and message system forms the computational backbone of the machine learner14.
The two informational units in a rule and message system are the messages and the classifiers. A message within the classifier system is simply a finite length string over some finite alphabet, in terms of a binary alphabet, we have:
Simply, the message is defined as a concatenation of Os and 1's of length n. Messages are the means of information exchange in a classifier system. A classifier is a production rule with the syntax:
The condition is a simple pattern recognition device where a wild card character (#) is added to the underlying alphabet.
Thus, a condition matches a message if at every position a '0' in the condition matches a '0' in the message, a '1' matches a 'l', and a '#' matches either.
Both the condition and the message parts of a classifier contain coded characteristics of the problem and coded outputs of the problem, for example:
then { 01 101 10) :a the coded characteristics which and { 10011) the action or output of the problem.
describe problem
Once a classifier matches a previous message from the message list, that classifier becomes a candidate to post its message to the message list on the next step of the genetic algorithm. Whether the candidate classifier posts its message is determined by the outcome of the bidding process determined in the apportionment of credit system.
Apportionment of Credit Algorithm
In a rule learning system, the relative value of different rules must be generated. To facilitate this type of learning, classifiers coexist in an information based service economy -the apportionmerit of credit (A.0.C) system. The A.0.C system contains two main components: an auction; and a clearinghouse. When classifiers are matched they do not directly post their message. Instead, having its condition matched qualifies a classifier to participate in an auction. To participate in the auction, each classifier maintains a record of its net worth, called its strength. A competition is held among classifiers where the right to answer relevant messages goes to tb: highest bidder, In this way rules that are highly fit are given precedence over other rules.
The auction permits appropriate classifiers to be selected to post their messages.
Once a classifier is selected for activation, it must clear its payment through the clearinghouse, paying its bid to other classifiers for matching messages rendered. A matched and activated classifier sends its bid, to those classifiers responsible for sending the messages that matched the bidding classifiers condition. The bid payment is divided in some manner among the matching classifiers. This division of payoff among contributing classifiers helps to ensure the formation of an appropriate sized subpopulation of rules I".
To illustrate the workings of the A.0.C system we consider four class] fiers, see table 1. Assuming initial strength values of 200 for all four classifiers, we post the initial input (envircnmental) message 01 11, where {01} represents the characteristics of the problem and the [ 11) represents the action/output of the problem. We assume a bid coefficient of 0. and take the bid as the product of this bid coefficient, anc strength. In the initial step (t=O), classifier 1 matches the input and bids 20 units, since it is the only match it sends its message during the next time step. Classifier 1 pays its bid to the party responsible for its activation; in this case, the input (environment) strength is increased by 20 units as the environmental message was responsible for activating classifier 1. In subsequent time steps, activated classifiers make their payment to previously active classifiers. Finally, at time step 5, a reward comes into the system and is paid to the last active classifier, classifier 4 where message ouput corresponds to the input message (i.e. the last two digits are the same).
The A.0.C system provides a clean procedure for evaluating rules and deciding among competing rules. Yet we still require new possibly better rules to be injected into the system. This is achieved by the rule/message generation system, in this case a simple Genetic Algorithm, where new rules are created by the tripartite process -reproduction, crossover, and mutation.
GENERATION OF CLASSIFIERS AND MESSAGES
For the purpose of this application the message list of the classifier system is a list of binary coded strings which represent 6 chosen characteristics of a fault tree structure, and the best basic event ordering scheme is output. For the initial training process, classifiers and their messages are generated randomly. A selected proportion of these initial rules are then renewed at selected instances using a simple genetic algorithm.
Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms (G.As) are search algorithms based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics. They originated from the studies of Holland and colleagues at the University of Michigan''. A genetic algorithm is composed of three operators: Reproduction, Crossover and Mutation. Reproduction is a process in which individual strings are copied according to their fitness values. Copying strings in this manner means that strings with a higher value have a higher probability of contributing one or more offspring in the next generation.
The reproduction operator is implemented by creating a biased roulette wheel, where each current string in the population has a roulette wheel slot sized in proportion to its fitness. The effect of roulette wheel parent selection is to return a randomly selected parent. This parental selection technique has the advantage that it directly promotes reproduction of the fittest population members by biasing each members chances of selection in accordance with its evaluation 16. After the reproduction population is chosen, simple crossover may proceed in two steps. First, members of the newly reproduced strings in the mating pool are paired at random. Second, each pair of strings undergoes crossover as follows: an integer position k along the string is selected at random between 1 and the string length less one [l,t-I]. Two new strings are created by swapping all characters In producing a learning system to relate a specific tree structure to the best ordering scheme for the basic events to produce the most efficient BDD, it is essential to code characteristics defining the fault tree structure in some form. Several characteristics can be used to represent the significant features of the trees. Figure 3 indicates a simple fault tree simcture with common elements labelled. Table 2 show!; a list of possible characteristics which could be used to define a tree structure, with example numerical values relating to the fault tree illustrated in figure 3 . By examining the combinations of these factors a fault tree structure can be described.
Characteristic Total number of gates Total number of OR gates
Number of different basic events Number of repeated events I 8 I Number of levels in tree I 3 I Table 2 : Potential Fault Tree Characteristics.
The list in Table 2 is not exhaustive, and it is clear that to take account of all possible characteristics would be extremely slow computationally and require a great deal of data. Hence a select few need to be extracted which represent the most significant tree features with relevance to the BDD construction. In this study six characteristics were chosen as an initial starting point to investigate the potential of the classifier system.
The classes selected relate to the number of gates and the basic events.
The number of gates relate to characteristics 1 -3 in table 2. To reduce the number of parameters to a single coding it is wise to consider the percentage number of one of the gates, namely characteristic 1 -percentage of AND gates in tree. To incorporate classes 4 -6 (in table 2) into two parameters, the percentage of different events that were repeated and the percentage of the total events that were repeated were considered, becoming characteristics 2 and 3 respectively. To reduce the tree to a standard form all trees were converted to an alternating AND/OR gate structure. The start gate now determines the pattern of the gates throughout the whole tree. For this reason the gate type of the top event was chosen as characteristic number 4. To examine the size of the tree structure, two characteristics to consider were, the number of outputs from the top gate (characteristic number 10 in table 2 ) and the number of levels of the tree (characteristic 8 in table 2). These were chosen as characteristics 5 and 6 respectively. These characteristics were then converted to a binary representation.
This small group of six characteristics have been selected as a starting point to investigate the worth of the classifier system for the task described.
POTENTIAL ORDERING SCHEMES
As previously mentioned the ordering placed on the basic events of a fault tree will determine the size of the resulting BDD".", and hence the number of cut sets. It is beneficial to achieve an ordering which is optimal in terms of the resulting size of the BDD.
It is clear that there is no limit to the number of methods of variable ordering available.
In previous research2' 6 different ordering schemes which lead to a reduction on the size of the resulting BDD for different tree structures, have been identified. These are:
1) Top-down, left-right approach, 2) New Top-down, left-right approach, 3) Depth first approach, 4) New Depth first approach, 5) Priority depth first approach, 6) New Priority depth first approach,
An example fault tree shown in figure 4 has been used to illustrate the differences between the variable ordering schemes. The results are given in table 3.
Ordering scheme number 1 is the most commonly used, and is produced by listing the variables in a top-down , leftright manner from the original fault tree structure. The new top-down, left-right approach is very similar. However at each gate the basic events inputs are listed with repeated events first. If the gate has more than one repeated event as an input then the most repeated event is placed first, if they occur the same number of times then the events are taken in gate list order to break the tie. Also if an event has been ordered due to its occurrence higher up the tree then it is ignored for the ordering as an input to the gate (as in the original top-down approach).
Ordering scheme 3 for investigating the basic event ordering involved breaking the whole tree structure into smaller trees (subtrees) and looking at the optimal ordering of these subtrees. The depth first ordering scheme gives each subtree a top-down, left-right ordering, working from the first gate inputs of the top event. The new approach to this ordering (scheme 4) is the same except that repeated events are considered first (as in the new approach number 2).
The final two ordering schemes take the depth first approach one step further. Experience shows that basic events which lie higher up the tree have greater influence, therefore in the final two schemes, subtrees with only basic event inputs take preference. This is priority depth first ordering. The new scheme (scheme 6) takes into account the repeated events as in the previous new approach. 2 bits for number of levels of tree. The ;heme coding comprises of 6 bits of 0's and 1's where a 1 represents the best scheme(s) and a 0 otherwise.
GENERATION OF TRAINING/TEST DATA
The training data set of fault tree structures came from industry and also by random production using a computer program. Each tree structure was analysed for the chosen characteristics, and these characteristics were converted to the appropriate binary representation.
Each tree was analysed prior to training for the best ordering scheme for the most efficient BDD representation. The best scheme was identified by the minimum number of nodes in the BDD structure before minimization (removal of redundant nodes). (Other ways of selecting the best, such as the least number of non-numerical cut sets are possible.)
To evaluate the performance of the learning classifier system a test set of data was produced with different tree structures and known best ordering schemes. The schemes for prediction purposes are set to wildcard characters. The performance is evaluated by comparing the number of correct scheme outputs predicted.
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM APPROACH
Results to date have shown that testing each scheme separately produces improved accuracy. This involves training a classification scheme for each of the different ordering options.
To run the prediction program a tree is tested against each scheme classification system, starting at scheme 1, and producing an ciutput of scheme 1 or not. Trees which produce a negative result are then further processed against the other ordering options until one scheme is chosen.
CONCLUSIONS
Initial work using classifiers has indicated that this method could be trained to predict the best of alternative ordering schemes to use on a fault tree structure yield an efficient BDD representation. It I anticipated that the predictions made using the classifiers can be further improved by generating more training data. As expected, the initial results indicate that the small group of factors usual in this preliminary study to define the fault tree structure do not adequately represent the complexity of the problem and other characteristics now need to be considered to develop the true potential of the method.
